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Latest Developments 
 

The $600 million Sapphire Wind Farm is hitting some major milestones, with a 
number of turbine towers being installed on the site.   The towers have been in-
stalled in readiness for the nacelles and blades to be craned into position. On 
completion, the 200m turbines will be the tallest in Australia. 
 
The first shipment of tower and turbine components arrived in Australia in July.  
In September the components began making their way to the site which is locat-
ed between Inverell and Glen Innes.  
 
The project is delivering substantial economic and wider benefits to the New 
England region, with more than 150 new job opportunities and a series of com-
munity legacy projects that will deliver lasting, positive outcomes for the wider 
community in the future.  
 

Largest wind farm in NSW 
 

Construction on the 270 MW Sapphire Wind Farm commenced in January. The 
project will become fully operational in the second half of 2018 and on completion 
will become the largest wind farm in NSW. 
 
Sapphire Wind Farm has contracted 100 MW of its 270 MW output to the ACT 
Government, which will help the ACT meet its 100% renewable energy target by 
2020. 
 
Once operational, Sapphire Wind Farm will generate enough clean energy to 
power 115,000 homes and offset over 700,000 tonnes of carbon emissions each 
year. The project will also deliver substantial economic benefits to the New Eng-
land region. 
 
Wind farms generate a clean, renewable source of electricity. They play an im-
portant role in reducing global greenhouse gas emissions as well as in meeting 
Australia’s Renewable Energy Target.  



What's happening when? 

 
Largest Mobile Cranes in Australia on the  
Sapphire Wind Farm site 
 

The towers on the Sapphire Wind Farm are made up of five sections, standing 137m tall.   At 

dizzying heights, the nacelle (drive train), hub and blades are lifted into position.   With each 

blade measuring 62m, the total height of each turbine from ground to tip equals 200m.  

The Liebherr LG 1750, with a maximum lift capacity of 750 tonne, is one of only two cranes of 

its type currently operating in Australia.  The main boom is 147m, with a 6m fixed jib.    

A 245 tonne counterweight is needed to erect the crane (this will remain on the crane during 

all lifts.) A 320 tonne counterweight is needed to erect the boom.  This equates to a 565 tonne 

counterweight in total. 

The Liebherr LG 1750 uses a crane turntable and boom system, together with an eight-axle 

chassis of the very latest design with speed-dependent rear-axle steering.  

Opposite:  Nacelle being craned into position  

Construction update 
 

The following works have been undertaken so far:  

• Upgrades to local road infrastructure, including 5 causeways along  
Waterloo Road 

• Widening of Gwydir Highway to include turning lane 

• On-going transportation to site of tower components, nacelles and blades 

• Sub Station nearing completion 

• O&M facility complete 

• 47km of access track completed  - 100% complete 

• 58kms of 82km of cable trenching completed 

• 73 turbine foundations of 75 completed 

• 50 of 75 foundations backfilled 

• 13 of 75 turbine bases installed 

 

Construction hours 
 

Site works will generally take place during approved construction hours: 

Monday to Friday 7:00am – 6:00pm 
Saturday: 8.00am – 1.00pm 
 

At certain times, work may be undertaken outside these construction hours, 

which will be subject to project approvals. 

The Sapphire Wind Farm aims to keep interruptions to the local community to a 
minimum in order to limit any inconvenience that may occur.     Information 
regarding construction activities are provided on our website as well as in local 

newspapers.   



A group of over thirty Construction, 
Metals and Engineering  
Vocational Education and  
Training teachers from across the 
New England recently  
attended a class of a different kind 
at the Sapphire Wind Farm.   
 
The teachers were provided with 
information around the realities  

of the job market in the renewable energy sector as well as the shifting 
demands for skills training. The visit was in keeping with the Sapphire 
Wind Farm’s skills and work based training initiative which aims to 
provide opportunities for work placements during the operations phase 
of the project.  
 
The Sapphire Wind Farm is also looking at educational opportunities 
to introduce wind and renewable energy projects into the local primary 
and high schools curriculum. 

Transportation of wind turbine  
components 
 

Oversize vehicles began transporting sections of turbine components to 

the site in September. On leaving Newcastle, the transports pass through 

Glen Innes, travel along the Gwydir Highway and turn right onto Waterloo 

Road.     Approximately 800 oversize loads will deliver the turbine com-

ponents to the site.  These deliveries will continue through to  February 

2018.  

The Sapphire Wind Farm team aims to keep traffic disruption to a mini-

mum during the construction phase of the project.  Travellers are advised 

to expect delays while this is occurring.   In the interest of safety, we 

would ask that travellers please observe all warning and speed re-

strictions, including directions from escort vehicles and police.  

It is our intention to provide as much information as possible in order to 

cause minimum inconvenience.  A schedule outlining indicative timing of 
deliveries is regularly updated and is available on our website.  Please 
contact us at any time with any questions or concerns you may have 

regarding transportation.   

Community Engagement – Sponsorship 

In keeping with its aims and objectives of Community Engagement, the Sapphire Wind Farm hosts and participates in a number of activities within the 

community landscape.  These activities embody responsiveness to the community and seek to establish a culture of collaboration and support.  The 

Sapphire Wind Farm has been proudly supported a number of groups and events across the shires of Inverell and Glen Innes, providing opportunities 

for travel and skills development, while delivering a range of wide-reaching benefits to numerous community groups.    

 

On site education 

Sapphire Wind Farm Working Bee 
 

A team of Sapphire Wind Farm contractors volunteered their time to help 
raise much needed funds for the Mark Hughes Foundation Brain Cancer 
Research to support families coping with its affects.  

Sapphire Wind Farm sub-
contractors Graeme Crossdale, 
Thomas Fields and Russell 
McKenna (Zenviron) and Chad 
Rogers (Whittens) with Inverell 
Shire Councillor Kate Dight at the 
end of a productive and hard-
working day.   

Construction in the Community 

The Construction in the Community initiative is a legacy project unique to the 
Sapphire Wind Farm, delivering long-lasting benefits to the  
communities of Inverell and Glen Innes Severn Shires. 
 
During the construction phase of the Sapphire Wind Farm, CWP has partnered 
with its major contractors Vestas, Zenviron and Transgrid to support community 
infrastructure projects. 
 
The Sapphire Wind Farm invited community groups to submit applications for 
small-scale infrastructure projects that can be completed within a ½ day or day; 
projects that provide positive, tangible, long-term benefits and are important to 
the local community. 
 
33 applications were received, with successful applicants due to notified in the 
coming weeks.  

The Inverell Auskick Team participating in the Auskick 
Gala Day supported by the Sapphire Wind Farm 

Members of the Inverell Netball State Age 
Team travelled to Sydney to compete at 
State level thanks to the Sapphire Wind Farm 

The Sapphire Wind Farm assisted the Tingha 
Tigers Under 17’s  Rugby  League Team    
compete in the State Knockout in Sydney 

Members of the Sapphire Wind Farm 
‘Dream Team’ supporting the Glen  
Innes Rotary Bike Ride  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 Community Investment Testing 
 

The Sapphire Wind Farm is investigating Australia’s first community investment into a large-scale commercial 
wind farm. 
 
Community investment is where members of the community are invited to invest in a renewable energy project 
that’s developed, financed and managed by a third party in order to participate in the financial benefits from 
the sale of renewable electricity. The investment model is likely to be an unlisted public company limited by 
shares and would be linked to performance of the Sapphire Wind Farm as a whole.   
 

To introduce the concept, the Sapphire Wind Farm hosted a series of Discovery Sessions across the New 
England North West in early September 2017.  Sessions were held in Inverell, Glen Innes, Wellingrove, Moree, 
Tamworth and Armidale.  

To understand the local interest in investing directly into the project, members of the community were invited 
to participate in a survey.  The survey opened on the 3rd September and closed on the 31st October.  The 
response to the survey was extremely positive, with early indications of a high level of interest.  

Data from completed surveys are currently being assessed, with an announcement as to whether the 
opportunity will go ahead expected by the end of the year.  

If the investment is to proceed, it will be the first project of its type in Australia. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Community Day Out 
Campbell Park provided the celebratory backdrop for 
the community launch of the Sapphire Wind Farm.  More 
than 1,000 people enjoyed the Community Day Out 
when it was held on the 3rd June in Inverell.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact the Sapphire Wind Farm 
Tel:    1800 859 660   

E-mail: info@sapphirewindfarm.com.au  

Post:  PO Box 61, Inverell, NSW 2360 

www.sapphirewindfarm.com.au 

Sandy McNaughton 

Community Project Officer 
M: 0447 458 838 
E: sandy.mcnaughton@cwpam.com.au 

 

CWP Renewables Pty Ltd 
Floor 6, 45 Hunter St 
Newcastle NSW 2300 
P: (02) 4013 4640 
E: info@cwprenewables.com.au 

 

  

How to get more information  
We welcome comments, feedback and suggestions about 
all aspects of the project.  Please use the contact details 
listed to contact the project team at any time with any 

issues or concerns.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Sapphire Wind Farm team were kept busy by the 
constant stream of enthusiastic visitors at the 
information stall, keen to learn more about the project. 

A number of local community groups participated in the 
day, including the Sapphire City Concert Band, 
Westpac Rescue Helicopter Service, Inverell MacIntyre 
Lions Club, Kindamindi Pre-School and the Inverell 
Community Gardens, raising much-needed funds to 
help further support their community. 

mailto:info@sapphirewindfarm.com.au

